URGENT HIRING

A reputable A/C & Maintenance company in Doha urgently required local candidates in DUQA for the following vacancies:

1. A/C Technician .......................... 1,800.00
2. Drivers .................................. 1,800.00
3. Tea Boy .................................. 1,500.00
4. Social Media Executive
5. Accountant – Arabic
   • With more than 3 years experience
   • Highly motivated with strong character to handle the account.
   • Full working in Tally Accouting System

Forward your CV to Email: Luxuryworld_hr@qatar.com
Indicate in the subject email the position you are applying for.

URGENT HIRE

We are looking for sales 10-20 Nos. With three years above sales experience

Contact number: - 974 55027957

Email: dragonstar.career@gmail.com
Walk in interview
Time: From 13th to 17th February / 10am to 3pm

Filipino Chef required for reputed catering Co.
Please email cv to: pchsdoha@gmail.com

URGENT REQUIREMENT

Leading Freight Forwarding and Logistics company requires:

1. Operations Executive - Indian / Asian
   • 2 years minimum experience
2. Customs Clearing Agent - 2 years minimum experience

Candidates with relevant experience will be preferred. Candidates must be available in Qatar with full transferable visa with NOC. Please send CV to email: vac.doha@yopmail.com

WANTED

HVAC Engineer (Experience min 2 years) 1 No
(With University degree)
HVAC Technicians (Skilled Technician) 4 Nos.
Company name: Indo Qatar projects
Email id: sghvacmaintenance@gmail.com
Contact No. 33111839.

Immediate hire for a leading company in Qatar who has a valid visa with NOC Sr. Distribution & Fleet Officer with 5-6 yrs GCC exp, preferably Oil & Gas.
Email to recruitment@qocdoha.com

Labour accommodation Cook
Nationality: Indian, Nepali or Sri lankan
Send your CV to email: golda_1984@yahoo.com

Walk-In Interview (09 - 10 February,2022)
A leading Fire Protection Company required
Mechanical Eng.
With UPDA: Experience 3-4 years in Estimation and Technical Office.
Contact: 33377525, 55997597

Job Vacancies

A food distribution company has the following Job Vacancies. Logistic Officer with good knowledge of Tally Software. Sales Executive at KOREGA sector - Female only - D/L is a must. Cash Van Salesman - D/L and experience in Software. Sales Executive at HORECA sector - Female only - Arab speaking.

 Numerous vacancies. Logistics Of Sales Executive and Customer Service Agents/Supervisors

Apply for this job opening with your CV and photos and copies of Education / Experience to the below email address.
E-mail: hrets21@gmail.com

Candidates must be available in Qatar with full transferable visa with NOC.

---

WAREHOUSE FOR RENT

- Warehouse for rent in Industrial area
- Warehouse 600 Sqm/1200 Sqm
- Municipality Approved
- Civil Defence Approved
- Secure Boundary Wall
- 24/7 Security

---

FOR RENT

Food storage warehouse (Chilled and freezing 7 Rooms)
In full area 1800 sq. With offices, services and security room with full area CCTV system, four doors loading and offloading area, Contact: 6672 2989.

SERVICES

AVAILABLE CONSTRUCTION WORKFORCE FOR LOCAL HIRE

Highly proficient Civil and MEP Construction workforce to handle the major projects in Qatar, immediately available on short notice.

Contact: 50088366, 99999999, 33377525, 55897597

Contact: dragonstar.career@gmail.com

---

AUTOCAD DRAFTSMAN: Architectural & Civil drafter Indian male with 6+ years of experience in Qatar. Immediate availability.

ELECTRICAL SALES ENGINEER: Indian male with 8+ years of experience in the field of electrical equipment sales.

CIVIL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male capable of managing projects in the field of civil engineering.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER: Indian male with 10+ years of experience in designing and project management.

ELECTRICAL/MEP SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 10+ years of experience in electrical and mechanical projects.

ELECTRICAL/MEP SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in the field of electrical and mechanical projects.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

PLANNING MANAGER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in project planning.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

HSE ENGINEER/ SUPERVISOR: Indian male with 8+ years of experience in HSE and OHS management.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

ELECTRICAL/MEP SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in electrical and mechanical projects.

HSE ENGINEER/SUPERVISOR: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in HSE and OHS management.

ELECTRICAL/MEP SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in electrical and mechanical projects.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

PLANNING MANAGER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in project planning.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

ELECTRICAL/MEP SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in electrical and mechanical projects.

HSE ENGINEER/SUPERVISOR: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in HSE and OHS management.

ELECTRICAL/MEP SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in electrical and mechanical projects.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

PLANNING MANAGER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in project planning.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

ELECTRICAL/MEP SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in electrical and mechanical projects.

HSE ENGINEER/SUPERVISOR: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in HSE and OHS management.

ELECTRICAL/MEP SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in electrical and mechanical projects.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

PLANNING MANAGER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in project planning.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

ELECTRICAL/MEP SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in electrical and mechanical projects.

HSE ENGINEER/SUPERVISOR: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in HSE and OHS management.

ELECTRICAL/MEP SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in electrical and mechanical projects.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

PLANNING MANAGER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in project planning.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

HSE ENGINEER/SUPERVISOR: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in HSE and OHS management.

ELECTRICAL/MEP SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in electrical and mechanical projects.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

PLANNING MANAGER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in project planning.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

ELECTRICAL/MEP SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in electrical and mechanical projects.

HSE ENGINEER/SUPERVISOR: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in HSE and OHS management.

ELECTRICAL/MEP SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in electrical and mechanical projects.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.

PLANNING MANAGER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in project planning.

MECHANICAL SITE ENGINEER: Indian male with 5+ years of experience in mechanical projects.
GOODWILL CARGO Air, Sea & Land Cargo Services Worldwide Door to Door storage & all logistic support.

THOUSANDS TRANSPORT 60/67 Seated A/C non AC Buses w/ w/out driver

QATAR ASPECT WLL Business Setup, Local Sponsor, CR License, PRO Service

Q MASTER W.L.L. 15/26/30/65 Seater Buses with / W-out Driver
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FREE COLLECTION & DELIVERY, payment on Delivery
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